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THE

Inhml

NEWS
Cambridge Library
Banking Conditions
VOL. LXII No. 13

School Traditions
Admiral Byrd
Roger Babson
Veterans' Compensation
Huey Long

Unusual Plays To Be
Presented Thursday
And Friday Evenings

V. F. W. on Vile Language
.NILS LENNARTSON-

jiii 19 months have passed since
tlR. in black days known as the Nation..: Hanking Holiday. The happenings ai the bank world since then
were tabulated as follows by a meeting
American Bankers Association
in Washington last week. (1) In the
beld ui new relationships the government lias undertaken forbidding of
gold payment which has about ended
gold hoarding. Unfit banks have been
.ut. Deposits are now insured.
Needy banks have been loaned to by
government. Practices harmful and
unfair to banking have been curbed.
121 In turn banks have loaned to government to the extent of absorbing
of the National Debt in security
boldings. (3) Lastly, the banks have
provided business with much improved
[acilitiee for safe storage of valuables.
Tbey have also tried to loan more to
needy industries but due to many factors have been largely supplemented
by the government in this capacity.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1934

500 PRESENT
4-A PLAYERS OPEN
AT RALLY IN Armistice
SEASON THIS WEEK
GYMNASIUM

Notre Dame Rules Strict

ary 12 stories high and with
k i
,- miles of book shelves was opened
-pal Cambridge University last week.
v the indication His Majesty said:
••This magnificent gift—reminds us
dial education knows no national
". John D. Rockefellar, Jr.,
supplied $1,250,000 along with Cambridge's original $1,450,000. This new
library is severely modernistic and has
already evoked the criticism of "eyesore" by some Cambridge folk.

4-A PLAYS
Little Theatre
Thurs. & Fri.
8:00 P. M.

LARGE CAST^OF
NEW PLAYERS
The first annual production of the
4-A Players will be a group of 3 oneact plays presented tomorrow and Friday evening in the Little Theatre. The
presentation is made up of three unusual plays. Student coaches under the
guidance of Prof. Robinson have been
working on the plays for the last
month.
The first offering is an odd and interesting comedy, "Thirty Minutes In
A Street," coached by John Dority '35.
The scene is a London Street. The
main character is a near-sighted old
man who is trying to find a certain
street number. He accosts several persons quite unsuccessfully and his experiences make up an extremely
amusing
half-hour's entertainment.
Butler Seedman '38 is the Stray Man.
The others in the cast are: the Man
With A Bag, Charles Markel '37; the
Curate, Thomas Vernon '35; the Actor.
Joy Dow '35; the Child, Constance
Sawyer, the daughter of Prof, and Mrs.
William H. Sawyer; the Rich Lady,
Elizabeth Fosdick '35; Charwomen,
Charlotte Longely '35 and Elizabeth
Kadjperooni '38; the Girl, Susan
Chandler '38; Hostess, Charlotte Corning '38; the Visitor, Mary Ham '35;
the Professor, Willard Higgins '35;
(he Student, Gale Freeman '36; Shopgirls, Charlotte Harmon '35 and Margaret March '38; Old Lady, Louise
Geer '36; Old Gentleman, Robert Frost
"38; the Musician, Joseph Linehan '38;
Servants, Irving Isaacson '37 and Clifton Gray '37, and the Young Man,

I.uwreuceville school in mid-New
Jersey has the following interesting
traditions.
Every morning classes
stop for a 15 minute recess for crackers and milk. A Student Council rules
with an iron hand. It dismisses pupils
tor cause at any time and even recommend dismissal of instructors. New
Headmaster Allan Hully, 37, lately assistant dean at Phillips-Andover Academy admits he doesn't know just what
to expect but will try to fit himself to
conditions.
Admiral Byrd speaks of his Antarctic
isolation last Spring:
"So intelligent man could live isolated In that shack through a polar
winter night, enduring some of the
coldest temperatures ever recorded,
and not find out some new things
about himself and people. I don't think
I ever enjoyed anything more than the
first two months I spent there.
"I read the books I've always wanted
to read, and heard music I've never
liad time to enjoy. You may think of
it as the most restricted existence in
the world. Yet the months of April
and May will always remain in my
mind as the finest I've ever known."
In these days of great political strife
and turmoil we wonder if there isn't
something in what Roger Babson said
recently:
"England saved herself by a coalition government. From the day the
Kins tormed such a government, England's situation has been improving—
1 fore ist that both political parties in
Hit I uited States will soon look so
toolkit and become so helpless that
tliey ...ill, in this emergency, combine
ll,;
ax years."

Frederick Bailey '38.

Most of this group are without previous college experience. Among the
veterans, however are: Louise Geer,
Clifton Gray, Irving Isaacson, Charlotte Harmon, Elizabeth Fosdick, Joy
Dow, Thomas Vernon, Charlotte
Longely and Willard Higgins. Dority,
President of the Players, has taken

part in several 4-A productions, but
this is his first attempt at coaching.
The second play, "The Stoker" by
Harold Brighouse, is the story of an
educated Indian prince who travels
as a stoker aboard an East Indian
Lines steamer. He is acutely aware of
social injustice and creates a stirring
scene in the captain's cabin when
the chief officer pushes his men beyond
endurance in the attempt to reiich
England in record time.
The Captain is played by William
Hamilton '37. John Ciardi '38 is portraying the stoker. The supporting
cast is made up of: Sumner Libbey
'36 as Archie Railton; Jonathan Bartlett as Peter Howard;
Elizabeth
Quimby '38 as Mrs. Leighton, and
Anita Gauvreau '38 as Sheila Pallant.
As in the other plays the cast is
made up largely of new players.
William Haver '35 the coach is a veteran 4-A man and is the outstanding
player of the club.
The third play, "The Man Who
Wouldn't Go To Heaven," is a fantastical piece concerning the free-thinker
who wouldn't go to heaven because
he didn't believe that any such place
existed. He encounters other characters who are on their way to heavenly
bliss and tries to dissuade them from
their foolishness. However, he finally
comes to realize what constitutes real
happiness and finds himself in heaven
in spite of his waywardness.
This play has been coached by Nan
Wells '35. Richard Alton, the radical
disbeliever in heaven, is well-played
by William Earles. The rest of the
cast is made up of new members to
the Player's group: George Doyle '38
as Bobby Nightingale; Virginia Orbeton '38 as Eliza Muggins: Barbara
Leadbetter '35 as Sister Mary Theresa;
Kathleen Torsey '37 as Mrs. Cuthbert
Bagshaw; Elizabeth Stevens '37 as
Harriet Rebeccah Strenham, Carleton
Ma bee "36 as the Rev. John McNulty;
Robert Crocker '38 as Timothy Toto
Newbiggin; and Ashmun Salley '37 as
Derrick Bradley.
The scene is laid at the gateway to
Heaven. Nan Wells is Secretary of
the Players and an actor in her own
right, having appeared in many of the
4-A productions.
^^^^^

Back-To-Bates Night Well
Received By Grads—
Students
Five hundred students and alumni
crowded the gymnasium, and Little
Theatre was filled to capacity with
co-eds and alumnae last Friday night
at the exercises of the annual Back-ToBates Night. Both groups met at eight
o'clock, Mr. Harry W. Rowe being
chairman for the men's group, and
Miss Virginia Moulton '33 was the
leader for the women.
Though Robert Coombs '98. President of the Alumni Association, was
unable to be present, he sent telegrams on behalf of the Association to
the gatherings, and they were read
during the evening by the chairmen.
Opening the meeting for the men,
Mr. Rowe introduced members of the
Varsity Club and Alumni Council who
had assisted in the program. Others
presented were Prof. Oliver Cutts '96.
Coach Raymond Thompson '13. and
Joseph Murphy '33. President Clifton
D. Gray, who was attending the induction of Dr. Arthur A. Hauck at the
U. of Maine at the time of the meeting, sent his greeting to the groups byspecial messages read by the chairman.
•Early history of Bates football
teams was reviewed, and a description
given of the first game which was
played with Tufts College on what is
now the girl's athletic field.
Samuel Fuller '36, varsity guard and
one of the acting captains this year,
represented the team and gave a short
talk concerning the good spirit that
has prevailed this season. He was
followed by Assistant Coach Leslie
Spinks who summed the Freshman
football team work. "There have been
more Freshmen out for football this
Continued on Page 3

BATES WOMEN DEBATERS
MEET OXFORD MEN NOV. 21
Margaret Perkins, Lillian Bean, Bates
Speakers — Eighth Time College
Has Met Oxford Team
BRITISH DEBATERS
TO BE GUESTS AT
CLUB TEAS
' Once again Bates will enter the field
of international debating when on
November 21. a women's team will
meet two men from Oxford. International debating is not new here at
Bates as it was a debate between these
same two institutions back in 1921
that heralded this type of debate.
Three times Bates has sent teams to
England to meet teams from Oxford,
and this will make the fifth time that
an Oxford team has come to this
country and met a team from Bates.
The Oxford men whose pictures appear on this page are Michael Foot and

In sun-tilled Miami, Florida, last
."on went on record as decisIvelj favoring immediate cash payment of adjusted compensation certificates. Their biggest argument was that
llll v
'. might as well share in the huge
liv
>! ,,. relief gold pouring out of the
New heal Treasury. If this $2,200,ls paid inflation or unbearable
ire sure to result. Political exI
■'■■ certain that President Roose" iild veto any proposal for imlediate payment that might occur in
the lo xt Congress.
^lien Louisiana State University
™*ed Vanderbilt 26—0 last week, the
honor and man of the hour
*»* none other than Huey "Kingfish"
~"K- It was he who saw to it that
!
US.D.'a 120 piece band was
pipped with new purple and gold
""Worms and gave funds for shipping
,?.* musicians 600 miles to Nashville.
"JJ*j>
lie heard that many students
.C0«Uln'! ;,((„,.„ to go- ue decided that
w
* «uid "loan" $7 to each student for
anu ! uu
ovl"
" ~ Soon he had given out
JOHN STAFFORD CRIPPS
er
ROOO in "loans". At the game,
BALLIOl COLLEGB
K."^'i
volunteered advice to Biff
oxroRP
'*-*• LS.U. coach, led the cheering
u
* pve continual pep talks. Long is
."a'iimnus of Temple but has adopted John Stafford Cripps. Those who have
v
followed Bates debating during the
*u- for his own.
nast few years will remember a
brother of Mr. Foot who participated
Ccor(li s
t0
Bi
Vm
"
"
Cunningham. in the last Bates-Oxford debate and
£°tre Dame has a system of student did a very creditable job at it Mr.
^nations unequalled in severity by Foot is an exhibitioner of Wadhain
'>' American college. All students college, Oxford. He is .president of
"" required to be in not later than the Oxford Union Society and a so
at night and after considerable expresident of the Oxford University
tiiii8"011 are sometimes - given leave liheral Club. Mr. Cripps is a com1
'-• Any student caught even inside moner of Balliol College, Oxford. He is
">' establishment with a bar for the "jg^an^nheJJniversity Labor Club
°le of liquor or beer is liable to be
Mudled. All places included in these
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
strictions are visited at frequent and
regular intervals by a prefect of the unanimously adopted f resolution
"■niversity. To show that these laws condemning Louisville station WAVE
efe more than just scares, authori- for cutting Major General Smedly
ses dismissed 11 students found in Butler off the air Wednesday ""^
''lior-selling establishments after the Manager Nathan Lord said "«
„
exas game. Notre Dame aims to be such expressions as "hell ,
•
Place for men to study and play
d "making fertilizer out of food
di>,°itba11 «d be in fit physical con- and "maKing ««™"»' «"=,latlon8
"'tion to do both.
violated Federal radio regu

Day Game With
Colby Marks End Of Season

Elect New Members
To Macfarlane Club
The first meeting of the Macfarlane
club wtis held at I.ibby Forum recently
under the leadership of Betty Fosdick.
the newly elected president of the organization. It has been the policy of
the club for the past few years to elect
students of the college who have
shown ability and interest in music in
some field or another. Due to the great
number of members who graduated
last year, a large group was voted in
at this meeting. This group includes
the following students: Arnold Anderson '3t>, Norman Bruce '36, Gale Freeman '36, William Hamilton '37, Norman Kemp '37. l.enoie Murphy '36,
Lincoln Palmer "37. John Stahl. Adele
Testa '36, Paul Tubbs '36, Dick Tuttle
'35, George Underwood '37. Muriel Underwood '36. Priscilla Walker '37.
Rand Webber '36, Elizabeth White '35,
and Lucille White "37.
Two other items of major importance came before the club, namely, a
heated discussion of the present constitution of the club, and the question
as in whether or not the meetings of
the group should be held more than
once a month.
Plans are now being formulated to
change the constitution in its entirety,
;is it is felt that the present document
is outmoded. Likewise, it is planned to
hold the meetings only once a month,
at the same time presenting larger and
more elaborate programs.

Many Senior Stars BELOVED BATES PROFESSOR
DIES ATJJiWISTON HOME
Play Last Game
Dr. H. R. Purinton Retired Head Of Department
Monday
GARNET LINE TO BE
IN FULL STRENGTH
The Garnet eleven rings the curtain down on the current football
-rasnii with a joust with Yadwinski,
Peabody and Company next Monday afternoon. The Armistice Day

contest should be a rugged one inasmuch as Colby has always been a
hard charging, hard tackling team
and the Bobcat front line has a
reputation for rugged Football.

Although Colby's record for the season has not been very impressive, yet
the veteran Tufts team was held to
one score and their "Garrison" finish to pick the Bowdoin game out of
the fire demonstrated their fine fight
and spirit.
The Colby cripples are all expected
to be back in the fold by next Monday; so both teams will be at nearly
Cull strength. Mike Dobrosky injured
his ankle in the Bowdoin game, but
fortunately the injury is not serious.
Charlie Paige is suffering with a
broken finger, but will be ready for
service next Monday. It is hoped that
I.indholni will be ready, especially
since Dobrosky may be hampered by
his injured ankle.
Many seniors will sing their swan
song when the purple and gray team
comes to town. Meiulall. Stone, Lindliiilin. Fuller, Paige, Purinton, Toomey.
Kramer, Carlin, and Anicetti are all
members of the class of '35.

and was secretary of the Oxford Union
Society in 1933.
These two Oxford debaters arrived
in the United States about two weeks
ago and at once started out their
strenuous schedule of debates with
colleges throughout the East. They
have been brought to the United States
and their schedule arranged by the
National Student Federation with
headquarters in New York. It was this
Federation which last year sent Frank
Murray and Theodore Seamon on their
10,000 mile debating tour of Canada.
The schedule of the Oxford men calls
for twenty-two debates with teams from
representative colleges in this section
of the country. They will meet teams
from such colleges as George Washington University, Washington, D. C;
Emory University, Emory, Ga.; Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio: Hamilton College, Clinton, New
York; Allegheny College. Meadville.
Pa., and others better known in this
section such as Middlebury. Smith.
Yale, Colby, Fordham. and finally
Bates.
Lillian Bean '35 and Margaret Perkins.'35\vill be the two Bates women to
Prof. Myhrman Speaks
meet these Oxford representatives. It
Prof. Andrew Myhrman, guest speakwill be interesting to contrast the
American style of debating with that er at the regular meeting of the Lewiston-Auburu Kiwanis Club
last
Wednesday noon, gave three reasons
why so much relief is needed at the
present time: underpayment of the employed, the unemployable class, and
the class that would work but can not
find any.
Mr. Myhrman gave the following
solution to these problems: more and
better collective bargaining which
would benefit the underpayed; social
insurance for the unemployable or institution care for the entirely incompetent, and better training of youth; and
lastly the better co-ordination of the
employed to avoid seasonal shut down.
At one time Prof. Myhrman said that
forty per cent of the relief was taken
care of by private agencies but now
onlv five per cent is helped by individuals, and the remaining ninety-five
per cent relief aid comes from municipal, state, and federal sources.

Of Biblical Literature and Religion

Five Delegates
Represent Bates
At Wellesley Conf.
Bates Is Obliged To Refuse
Conference Meeting Here
For Next Year
Co-operating with twenty-eight other
colleges, representatives of the Bates
Politics Club journeyed to Wellesley
College last Friday and participated in
interesting discussions of the round
table type. The committee, consisting
of John Gross, the president of the
Bates Politics Club, and of Leslie
Hutchinson, Josephine Springer, Flora
McLean and William Callahan was divided into two groups for representation in the two round table discussions. Dealing with the question of
Nationalism versus Internationalism,
John Gross was the spokesman with
the co-operation of Josephine Springer
and William Callahan, while Leslie
Hutchinson with Flora McLean dealt
with the inquiry into the present munitions racket.

.h» FiutUsh. The Englishmen will
. in^nt *o win a decision but will
° nrtmarily to convince the people
J_the audience that their conclusions
Lre the more acceptable.
The Oxford men will be well entertained while they are here on campus.
Teas will be given in their honor and
in general they will be accorded the
traditional Bates hospitality. Every
opportunity will be given them to observe the customs and workings of a
typical, small college In the United
States.
nf
n

Dr. H. R. Purinton. long-time Bates
professor and widely-known religious
educator, died at his home at 144
Nichols St., at four o'clock last Monday morning. He had been afflicted
with a heart ailment since his retirement from the Bates faculty in 1932,
and during the last week complications
set in which caused his' end. He was
a man whose passing will be mourned
by Hates Alumni, professors, countless
friends, and men and women in Christian service the world over.
Dr. Purinton was born in 1S67 and
graduated from Colby College in 1891.
He then came to Lewiston and graduated from the Cobb Divinity School in
1X91. Immediately, he took a position

Discussions Held

Friday, after receiving a welcome in
a general session, conducted by Miss
Ursula Hubbard on behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for International
(Continued on Page 3)

Bates Students Hear
Communist Red Flame

DR. H. R. I'tlRINTON

on the faculty as professor of Hebrew
and church history. In 1908 he became
head of the department of Biblical
Literature and Religion at Bates College. It was from this position that
Following this parley, Miss Burlak he resigned in 1932. the oldest faculty
Arriving at the St. Cecelia Band
Hall thirty minutes late. Ann Burlak, received with interest the questions of member in point of service.
Dr. Purinton possessed many perCommunist "Red Flame", climbed to several Bates men, who also crowded
the platform and faced a group of around her for a personal interview sonal traits which endeared him to
those with whom he had contact. One
three hundred Socialists, Communists, after the meeting.
Questioned by a "Student" reporter, of these was a particularly keen intermill workers, jobless—and a score of
the "MtHl Flame" said that the present- est in helping and understanding
Bates students.
By way of introduction Miss Burlak day students are waking up and are young people of all circumstances.
referred to a local newspaper article taking more interest in social and Back in pre-infirmary days he often
which considered it might be of inter- industrial problems. Miss Burlak has had ill students taken into his own
est to have the Bates students heckle given lectures at Yale, Harvard, Am- home to be cared for. Till the end of
and confuse the speaker as did the heist, and many other New England his career he was a leader in young
Harvard boys. Miss Burlak stated she colleges. Their interest has been high, peoples' activities along religious lines.
received little opposition from the and many liberal clubs have been
Back at Colby, he proved himself a
capable athlete by making the varsity
Harvard boys and would appreciate the started she reported.
The
young
Communist
said,
"My
interest of the Bates students, but she
baseball team and becoming one of the
advised them not to "oppose something father worked in the steel mills of best tennis players in the state. He
Pennsylvania.
I
wanted
to
get
a
good
transmitted a good portion of his tenI am sure you know nothing about."
Following her long and fiery attack education and be a school teacher, but nis ability to his four sons, by teachon the NRA, I^abor leaders, and the I had to go to work in the silk mills ing them the game when they were
manufacturers, the "Red Flame" held when I was fourteen. Because I bucked only youngsters. All four sons were
an open-forum session with the Bates up against the conditions under which recognized for their net ability during
people taking the lead in asking ques- the workers labored, the others pushed their college years at Bates.
me forward and made me their leader.
tions.
Old friends of Dr. Purinton always
Friendly relations between the Com- Getting arrested several times and remark about his inexhaustible good
munist and the students were first being black-listed by the mills gave humor and obliging personality. Till
They call me
established by one student who de- me much publicity.
the end, he retained his youthful applored the fact she had come with the 'Red Flame', but I never wear a red pearance.
expectation to battling a "cynical" dress and never had red hair. I am
At an age over fifty. Dr. Purinton
Bates audience.
Another student like any other girl."
set out on his first important venture
clinched the friendship by stating that
in authorship. His books deal with
the student body was not responsible
religious topics and include the followfor what the local papers put in the
ing titles: "Literature of the Old Testpaper about them.
ament." "The Achievement of Israel"
and others wnich have had wide sales
and influence.
The first issue of the Garnet for the
He brought up four sons. The oldest,
present school year is being planned
by Editor Margret Hoxie and her staff ArtHur, is a Y.M.C.A. director in Watof assistants. Plans are on foot to in- erbury, Conn. Edwin is president of
crease the page content of this official the Maine Central Institute. Carl is
Grays At U. of M.
literary organ of Rates and also some head of the Bib. Lit. Dept. at Adelphi
College. Francis is Associated Press
Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray were changes in make-up and design.
guests at the luncheon held in honor
The editors report tliat a fairly large editor for the Lewiston Sun-Journal.
All in all his life was one filled with
of Dr. Arthur A. Hauck who was in- amount of material has already been
ducted to the office of president of the received but are still desirous to re- incidents of helpfulness and sympathy
University of Maine last Saturday.
ceive all other contributions available. for those he could aid. His passing
Gov. Louis J. Brann '98 took an Material is particularly desired from leaves a deep gap in the community of
valuable men that will not be easily
active part in the impressive exercises, the Freshman class.
The first issue is due off the press a closed.
and Dr. Moreland King, head of the
Funeral services are at 1:30 o'clock
Department of Electrical Engineering week before Thanksgiving vacation.
at Lafayette University. Easton. Pa., Three issues are planned through the this afternoon in the United Baptist
extended the greetings of Dr. Hauck's college year.
Church.
former associations with the college.

GARNET ISSUE
TO BE CHANGED

caimpiiLS

MICHAEL FOOT
WADHAM COUEGB
OXFORD

WELL-KNOWN RELIGIOUS
EDUCATOR AND
AUTHOR

Saar-Labouvie Topic

Mr. Eric Labouvie, German instructor, addressed the members of the
Lewiston-Auburn Rotary Club on the
Saar Valley, in the organization's regular meeting last Friday noon.
Mr. Labouvie was born in the German portion of the Saar Valley and is
well acquainted with the difficulties
that are arising in the settlement of
the territory. Dr. Rayborn Zerby,
chairman
of the International Service
Clergy Hears Dr. Gray
Pres. Clifton D. Gray was the guest Committee was in charge of this meetspeaker at the Cumberland and York ing.
Counties Ministers Circle held in the
Central Square Baptist Church, StevSeniors Teach Gov't.
ens Avenue, Portland, Monday afternoon. Pres. Gray spoke on the political
Three members of the class of '35
affairs of Europe. In the evening he have been asked to conduct classes in
spoke to the Baptist Social Union on government and economics at the Lewthe World Baptist Congress in Berlin, iston Civilians Conservation Camp.
The courses will be directed by Harry
Germany.
Madden and John Gross, majors in
economics, and Russell Fifield, major
Spofford Party Nov. 20
The date for the Spofford Club cabin in government. Classes started last
party to be held at Thorncrag has night and will continue until March.
The plan of study is to analyze conbeen set for November 20. This was
announced at the regular meeting of temporary problems. The course is
the club, which was held last night, open to everyone on Tuesday nights,
over which Dorothy Kimball '35 pre- and Thursday nights those who are
sided. Hereafter meetings will be held specially interested in government and
on the first and third Tuesday of every economics will be taught in groups of
fifteen.
month.

Turn Back The Clock
It hniip'rneil Ml years ago this week:
An inspired Bates football team
battled Harvard before 1,500 people at
Soldier's Field. Playing in a hail
storm, and on a muddy field, the Bates
team, although outweighed 25 pounds
to a man, outrushed the men of John
Harvard but were finally defeated
11—0. On their return, the Bates boys
were met at the Lewiston railroad station at 1 A. M. by practically the entire student body and were escorted
back to the campus midst appreciative
yells. (Those were the days!)

Bates suffered defeat at the hands
of a more powerful, more experienced
(but not more courageous) Maine
team 37—0.

It) years ago:
We read these words in a November
11 copy of the "Student". "The leaves
have all been raked up from the
campus. It looks fine. Now, if we all
walk in the paths, it will be the best'
looking campus in Maine next spring."
What applied ten years ago still
goos. The only difference is that the
A new dormitory was nearing com- FERA rakes up. the leaves now.
pletion. (Guess which.)
Bowdoin defeated Bates 1—0.
„>» years ago:
The senior class elected officers for
Professor Ramsdell led an enthusiastic discussion meeting of the Y.M. the "Mirror".
C.A. The topic was "Gambling and
Betting". Professor Ramsdell's opinion
The Bates Round Table held a supon the subject was summed up by his per in the vestry of the Maine Street
words: "Sow a thought, you reap an Free Baptist Church. After the supact; sow an act, you reap a habit; per those two intrepid travelers. Prosow a habit, you reap a character; sow fessor Pomeroy and Professor Ramsa character, you reap a destiny". Some dell, entertained the group with a
interesting opinions were also given by lantern slide lecture on their trip
the group on pitching pennies, and across the United States the proceedmatching for ice creams.
ing summer.
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THE
BATES STUDENT

HmCQLLEOT
NEWS

STUDENT STAFF 1934-35
By R0SIE M. GALLINARI
Editor In Chief
John X. Unrlty. '35 (Tel. 833G4)
Managing Editor
Kond M. Perry, '3.) (Tel. 1H9-W)
Francos Isaacson. '37, Harold McCann, 3.
About three hundred and fifty Italian
Harold <i. Bailey. '30 (Tel. 83364)
>'»" r.lliuir students are visiting this country unDorothy J. Kin,lull. "SS (Tel. 3207)
Women'* E<l|Iur
Baala M. (ialllnarl. "Si (Tel. S207)
Intercollegiate HW der the auspices of the Italian governH ii-:: ii. i Iloxie. "35 (Tel. 3807)
Women'* Sport* Editor ment. One of their stops was at Tufts
College where they were cordially
KKI'OKTERS
welcomed by the President of that inCarl Mllliken. ¥>. Stowell Ware. '3.".. Louise William*. '33. Thelina King. '3."). Bi-ulah stitution. In reply to the President's
Wilder. '3">. Jowphine Springer, "35, Hoger Kn-dland, '36. Ruth Rune. '36, Gale Kreinian.
'36, Dorothy Staple*. '36. Bernice Dean. '36, Edmund Muskie, '36, Clark Xoyes. '37. speech one of the students presented
George Scouffas. '37. William Karlvs. '37, Wilford Symonds, '37. William Metz. '37. to that college, a document conveying
Arnold Kenseth. '37. Lincoln I'almer, '37, Elizabeth Stock well, '37. Scranush Jaffarian. the sentiments of the Italian collegiate
'37. Kuth Merrill, '37.
world. It was an invitation in Latin,
the translation of which is as follows:
SPORTS STAFF
"The Fascist students of the UniverRobert E. Saundera, 'Sfl, Editor
Edward Winston, IS. Edward Curlin. '36. Milton Glaser, '36. Leslie Hutchinson, '36. sities greet their comrades in the
George Chamberlain. '37, Peter Duncan, '37, Bernard Marcus, '37.
United States. They cordially invite
them to visit Rome, to witness the
DERATE STAFF
Fascist games, which along with the
Damon M. Stetson, '36, Editor
dedication of the new Athenaeum, will
Gordon Jones, '3o, Margaret Perkins, '35.
be celebrated in April of next year, the
BUSINESS BOARD
thirteenth year since the establishment
James W. Oliver, *S8
Advertising Manager of the Fascist authority."
Ralph B. Musgi-ave, '3.">
Business Manager
Alonzo Conant '36, l'rburn A very '37. Robert York '37, Francis Clark '37
From Fascists to economists—girls
in one of the most prominent of sororiSubscription. $2.50 per year :n advance. Single Copies. Ten Cents.
Written Notice of change of ad.lr.-ss should be In the hands of the Business Manager ties of the U. of New Hampshire reone week before the issue in which the change la fo occur.
rently donned overalls, bought paint,
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Published Wednes- dragged forth ladders, and proceeded
day during the College Year by Students of Bales College. Entered as second class to paint their house.
matter at the post ofnee at Lewision, Maine.
A survey of study methods at New
York University found that "bull sessions" are injurious to scholarship.
Perhaps that is the reason many colleges are abolishing the B.S. degree.

l-ICMOEe

Associated gbllcfliate fflrcss
-*"s>s<
(EbflnrialfiJinral WISCONSIN
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MACRON

According to Dr. Winn, instructor
of philosophy at City College, New
York, the student who sleeps during
the class lectures is the one who retains the greatest amount of knowlONE OF THE BIGGEST PROBLEMS that man is called edge. Quite true since he gives away
nothing.
upon upon to solve is that of the soundness of his right to
take another's life. Docs one have the moral right to organBecause of strike conditions the pubize forces and advance into another's home territory, destroy lication of Northwestern University
his home, burn his fields, maim his family and generally ruin his found it necessary to go to print with
economic and moral faculties? Just where this moral right arises is a blank editorial page. In reply to
those students who claimed it was the
also a question that is hard to answer satisfactorily.
best issue yet, the editors retorted that
If we are to judge just where our race stands on this matter by it was probably the only one they were
the way it has proceeded in the past we would hardly feel encouraged capable of understanding. Some editorials are almost interesting—try one
in regards to world peace. In the story of man's development, so- on
your mind.
called, there is an ugly and very discernible scarlet theme. The blood
of neighbor has drowned out neighbor for countless generations.
An excellent college publication exThe lust to kill has apparently been a rather definite part of man's change comes from the University of
Bishop's college in Lennoxville, P. Q.
mental set.
This is the only college in Canada folOur one hope that civilization will not be destroyed in some lowing the Oxford and Cambridge plan
ot three long academic years for a
horrible future conflict rests with a rather small group of persons B.A. degree. Most of their exchanges
whose method of arriving at conclusions has gone beyond the stage are with English and Canadian col<ii "instinctive action." Never in the past has it paid particularly to leges, and the "Bates Student" is the
appeal to man's sensibilities as above his sense. When a group of only contributor from the United
States. In the sports column there are
men are stirred to action and have set out to save or destroy rarely reports of the fall activities, rugby,
has it paid to appeal to their reason—unless the reason be in accord- flash, soccer, tennis, and golf. The
ance with their own impulses. The effectiveness of propaganda to poetry in the literary section is very
force men along a path of action they are already pursuing is good.
The Northeastern University Chess
admitted, lint propaganda fails when a minority group attempts to Club
is now filing a petition for interdiver! hasty action into more reasonable channels.
collegiate chess competition. Pawn my
soul, how colleges are checking physiOur present college generation is growing up in an age of con- cal for intellectual sports, etinually recurring references to the horrors of war. The awfulness
Are seniors dumber than freshmen?
of the past Reign of Terror and the necessity of avoiding a similar
>>ne in the future is continually being dinned in our ears. Hut our In Scribnor's there is an article entitled "Human Waste in College",
knowledge of the past, of that age at any rate is a bit hazy. We had which gives some of the research done
no direct experience with that death-dealing era. At that "it occurred by the Carnegie Foundation for the
some 2.000 miles away in another country. And the "war-lords" of Advancement of Teaching. The chief
problem was to determine the quality
our day are preying upon our inexperience.
of the mind trained by a four-year colIf then we are to make any head-way against those men who are lege course. A few results from intelligence, culture and general knowledge
profiteering in our stupidity we ourselves must get control. If the tests given thousands of students
group of men who have seen the futility of war are to keep the mob were:
30% of all seniors in six colleges
from being led int.. another butchering they must have the power to
below the average freshman in
do it. \\ e must be done with arm-chair philosophers who deplore the ranked
the general culture tests.
state ..I our affairs but are able to do nothing.
Average college sophomores knew
the meaning of 55 out of 100 commonly
\\ e are soon to celebrate the ending of a great war, of the quell- used words. Two more vears of exing of an epidemic almost as fatal as the Black Plague. Statistics of
that period, however astounding, startling, horrifving, or amazing,
have been singularly ineffective. Our age has been marked by more
brutality, in comparison with what our state of culture ought to be,
than some of the most degenerate epochs of the Middle Ages. Lynchmgs. murders, kidnapping, thieving, petty crime, and cheating in
business to such a degree that even our most hardened materialists
hesitate to face the facts. Are we to consummate our murderous
times with a monster slaughter? Was it truly an armistice—or only
a truce.'

Armistice
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or I ruce ?

PHI BETA KAPPA
Verein
Science Clubs Deutsche
Meeting Termed
GROUP MEETS
Plan Exhibit
"Renaissance"
Discuss Required
Of Their Work German Club Takes In New Contestants
Books For Reading Prize
Students Of Different
Departments Will
Give Display
At the last regular meeting of the
Jordan Scientific Society, plans for
the Science Exhibition were discussed
and briefly outlined. This year the exhibition wil be held in conjunction
with the Ramsdell Scientific Society
and the Lawrence Chemical Society.
This exhibition is sponsored every
two years by the science clubs on
campus and is an elaborate affair.
Actual work of the various departments is shown by interesting experiments and charts of various kinds,
each experiment or chart being carefully explained by a competent student
in the particular department.
The exhibition this year will take
place, soon after the mid-year examinations, in Carnegie Science Building
and Hedge Laboratory. The part of
the exhibition under the direction of
the Jordan and Ramsdell Societies has
been outlined with reference to the
various departments. Exhibits of each
department are headed by a general
chairman, aided by assistants in the
various fields of that department.
Outline of Exhibit
The brief outline that follows will
give some idea of what will be seen at
the exhibition this year in Carnegie
Science Building.
Department of Physics Exhibit—William Haver "35, chairman; Electricity
and Magnetism, J. Willis Stahl '35;
Modern Physics, William Haver '35;
High Tension, Carl Drake '35; Surveying, Elizabeth White "35; Light,
Willard Higgins '35; Mechanics, Kenneth Bates "35; Sound, Wesley Stoddard '36; Photography, Fred Smyth
'36.
Department of Biology Exhibit—
Bryce Smith '35, chairman; Botany,
Lynda Bedell '35. Frances Hayden "35;
Embryology. Edward Small '35; Histology, G. Warren Crock well '35; Robert Coombs '35; Genetics, Bryce Smith
'35, Ruth Trites '35; Invertebrate
Zoology,
Reginald
Hammard
'35.
Eleanor Glover'36; Vertebrate Zoology,
General Biology, Clarence Hebert '35;
Edgar Pennell '35; Stanton Museum.
Robert Johnston "36, Virginia Marston
'36; Physiology, John Parfit '36.
Department of Geology Exhibit—
Wendell Crawshaw '36 and Dorothy
Randolph '35, chairmen; Mineralogy,
John Albertini '35; Royce Purinton
'35:
Optical
Mineralogy, Dorothy
Randolph '35; Human Geology. Clifton
Gray, Jr., '36; Historical Geology,
Physical Geology, Wendell Crawshaw
"36;
Weather
forecasting,
Anton
Duarte '35.
Department of Mathematics Exhibit
—Doris Maxim '36, chairman.
Department of Astronomy Exhibit—
James Eves '35, chairman.
posure enabled the same student to
recognize 62 in 100.
Average intelligence of seniors in
four high schools was above that of all
college sophomore candidates for an
education degree.
The group for this disillusioning investigation points to the credit system
as one reason for the uneducation of
college students. They feel that too
much emphasis is placed on grades as
barometers of knowledge, culture, and
intelligence.
Writtens seem to be piling up on us.
Here's a story about a student, who
was taking an exam, and was told by
the professor in charge that he had
looked at his neighbor's paper three
times. Nonchalantly the reply came
back, "Yeah, I know it. He doesn't
write very large."

Members At Cabin
Party

The members of the German Club
held a very enthusiastic meeting at
Thorncrag Cabin Monday evening. According to members the occasion
ushered In the "Renaissance" of the
organization. The party lasted four
hours and the time was spent enjoyably.
A real German meal was served
with a menu of typical German food.
After supper Dr. Leonard gave a resume of the club's activities and history. Following this interesting discourse, Mr. Labouvie outlined the
program the organization would use
in the future.
The following members were taken
into Der Deutsche Verein: Frances
Linehan, Lenore Murphy, Dorothy
Staples.
Margaret
Hoxie, Miriam
Knapp, Mary Abromson. Frances Vogelman, Harry O'Conner. Urburn Avery,
Robert Harper, and Thurston Long.
Frauleiu Hildegarde Kerkhof, transfer student from Germany, was made
an honorary member. The new members had to read stories in German
and to act skits as part of the initiation.
The high light of the evening was a
scene from the well-known German
Classic, Faust, by Goeth. Officers and

A meeting of the Junior Phi Beta
Kappa was held at the home of Professor Berkelman, Sunday afternoon,
November 4. Professor Bertocci and
four students were present. There are
ten Juniors in the society, but due to
various engagements only four were
able to attend the meeting. The reading books which are required by the
Phi Beta Kappa were discussed by the
group.
Among them were Hugo's
"Notre Dame" and Racine's "Phedre."
Oral and written examinations are
given in May, and two prizes are
awarded to the highest ranking students. The group will meet once a
month. The next meeting will again
be held at the home of Professor Berkelman on December 9. Being a member of the Phi Beta Kappa reading
group is a coveted honor and any freshman or sophomore who wishes to become eligible for membership may see
Professor Bertocci, Professor Chase or
Professor Berkelman.
^
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By LESLIE HUTCHINSON

The Munitions Racket
Until very recently the at
that dark business, the manufacture
and sale of armaments, was neTW
spoken of openly. If some rel
to those now questionable
were made, the discussion was
mystery and of secrecy, nol
circulated. When, however. ,
revelation by such Channels
sir
Basil Zaharoff. High Priest of War,"
"Merchants of Death" by Engelbr-cht,
and numerous current period]
the more outspoken writers, ti
ing tide of public opinion
the form of a senate invest
under the surveillant guida
Senator Nye.
The reader of such article
new members took the various parts. quainted with the recently abandoned
Dr. Leonard explained the full sig- formulas of that phantom. Z
nificance of the portion presented. The which enabled him to rival, ii. ii:m.,'
success of the affair was largely of riches, such men as Rockefi
through the efforts of Dr. Leonard, Ford. It was he who, as an ...
Prof. Harms and Mr. Labouvie. Mrs. Vickers, would go, for inst;
Harms and Mrs. Leonard prepared true example) to Greece, si I
submarine, and then turn to her
the supper.
enemy, Turkey, and persuade
buy, as a protective measu
submarines. All over Europe
the expense of the populace,
that mad pre-war scramble ;
paredness, which culminated
worst blight on history. In .
did not hesitate to aid revoluti
PITCAIRN'S ISLAND
of his own pocket, if only Hi.
By Charles Nordhoff and
abide by his one stipulation—to inter
James Norman Hall
the war when in power on «
This is a historical novel which com- side he should name.
Pseudo Patriot
pletes the tragedy of the ship "Bounty"
Again we have William Shea!
dealt with in two previous volumes. It
is the story of Fletcher Christian and was hired by the Bethlehem Steel Co.,
the mutineers plus 18 Polynesians who the New York Shipbuilding Co, and
after burning the ship "Bounty" live the Newport News Shipbuilding Co.,
out their lives beyond the world's at $25,000 per year. He been:
horizon. For 18 years the community oils as the man who broke up the 1927
lights over women and possessions, Naval Disarmament Conference in
and all save one die violent deaths. Geneva. And then, in 1928, tie
Though inferior to "Men Against the companies had the brazen am. ity to
Sea" it is a real blood-curdler which continue his employment, this
gets added force when you recall that a lobbyist in behalf of the Fifteen
in general outline it is the tale of an Cruiser Bill. An ardent American
actual happening about 1789.
patriot was what he posed as, both
• • •
in Geneva and in Washington. I
NEW FRONTIERS
he professed to be representative of
By Henry Wallace
and flourished credentials from the
This is an able defense and explana- organizations. The Daughters o
tion of the Administration's policies by American Revolution, and The Natln
a man who ought to know. Secretary Sons of the Golden West. As sin h ha
Wallace pleas for courage to experi- secured the support of the American
ment and to try to see things from a Legion. Only a suit with these comnational outlook. The agricultural panies over the payment of his
situation and remedial solutions are brought to light these unbelii fable
Cause of War
dealt with at length. A very clear facts.
Astonishing as it may seem, if one
si a lenient of the case from one side of
wars
that controversial hotbed, the New begins with the oldest of re»
such as the Mexican Revolutions or
Deal.
* • *
the Boer War and continues on
through the World War to the SinnWINE FROM THESE GRAPES
Paraguay struggle, one will find that
By Edna St. Vincent Millay
the international traffic in ami \\a*
A volume of new verse from Miss been either the sole cause of the war,
Millay. tfie country's best-known lady or has been the only meanpropoet, is always a marked event in the longing it beyond the most
poetry world and this is no exception. terms of existence.
"Wine From These Grapes" contains
As such, then, most remedies aim to
30 lyrics and a sonnet-sequence en- eliminate or drastically restn
titled "Epitaph tor the Race of Man". international traffic of arms both in
In these verses Miss Millay uses her times of peace and of warfari
1
characteristically smooth and simple has therefore been suggested thai the
metrical language without any sacri- national governments take over
fice of precision. Born and brought up industries, eliminating the profit moin Maine slip first attracted nation- tive. The arms embargo has also
wide attention with her poem "Renes- selected as a possible means of control
cance" in 1912. Since then she has and has been criticized and defei
produced thirteen thin volumes of The control of arms traffic by means
highly distilled verse, and according of a form of international co-operation
to Rev. John Hayes Holmes is the is also being emphatically argue 1 for
finest woman poet since Sappho.
by some students of the subject

LIBRARY FINDS
AN EXPERIMENT IN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

By H. G. Wells
In this work Herbert George Wells
makes a serious valid attempt to get at
the kind of a man Wells is. It is the
story of a man born and raised amid
poverty-stricken surroundings in England where one's class of birth means
so much. It is the story of miserable
failures and frustration and intense
emotional struggles. And yet it is the
story of one who today has International fame, unlimited wealth and of
one who more than any single man
has lifted England from the tightfisted restrictions of the Victorian Age.
Yet despite this apparent success he is
dissatisfied. He is still putting his
finger on hundreds of trouble spots in
the world he sees and asking "why
isn't something done about it?" However as Carl Sandburg once said. "Any
pause for satisfaction is disastrous and sign of death," which makes us
feel sure that H. G. is still very much
alive. "Experiment in Biography" is
certainly one of Wells' most valuable
contributions and easily one of the
most revealing, intimate biographies,
of a long time.

•

•

*

BEST PLAYS OF 1933-34
By Burns Mantle
Again compiler Mantle has added another volume to his long list of "Best
Plays". Along with notes and comments on the past theatre season in
various cities the following plays are
printed in part: The Pulitizer Prize
winner "Men in White"; the play
many thought should have received
the award ".Mary of Scotland"; "Dodsworth" the box-office packer; "Ah.
Wilderness"; "They Shall Not Die";
"Her Master's Voice", a crooner comedy; "No More Ladies"; "Wednesday's
Child"; "The Shining Hour"; and
"The Green Bay Tree". Editor Mantle
does not claim that these are necessarily the "best" plays of the season
hut does consider the "best" representative ones and as such we find
them interesting reading.
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THE RECENT BEREAVEMENT suffered by the Faculty
students, and alumni of Bates College has plunged them into
an abyss ot the deepest sorrow and sympathy. A sincere friend
had )r. H R. Purinton been to all. and more than just a few
pages has he made in the history of our institution.
Pioneering in the field of Religious Education, it is only a small
portion ot his life's endeavor to consider his construction of courses
and books now used as models in this field. Nor has his abence
brought upon us the already perceived niche of strong, wholesome
influence our friend has cut in the walls of our lives and the college.
For nearly four decades Dr. Purinton was associated with us
and only ill-health a short time ago severed his connection from us
as a faculty member. The spirit and influence of his work constitute
a permanent contribution, not only to the department for which hegave so many years ot distinguished years of service, but to the
whole college family.

REV. CHAS. HELSLEY
CHAPEL SPEAKER
The Rev. Charles W. Helsley, ot the
Congregational Church in Auburn,
spoke in chapel .Monday morning on
the two principles which are essential
to the Christian life. He first contended that complete relaxation was necessary for the individual who wishes
to achieve the poise and tranquillity
that he p one to know God. He emphasized the idea that no one can discover God under distracting conditions
which so often permeate our lives today. But with complete relaxation
prayer and worship become magnificent,
personal
experiences which
cleanse and refine the soul of the individual.
The second point of Rev. Helsley
was that if this relaxation is attained,
then the Christian may turn to God as
the source of power, light and help,
and what he asks will be given. The
true Christian spirit then becomes a
channel of spiritual energy which
makes for a full and a worth while life.

Thorncrag Cabin
Open Sunday
Outing Club Resumes Series
Of Popular OpenHouses
At a meeting of the outing Club
Board of Directors last Thursday night
plans were made for the season's first
open-house party at Thorncrag Cabin
to be this Sunday afternoon from three
to four-thirty. Members of the Junior
Body will assist Constance Redstone
'36. Director of Cabins for Women, who
has general charge of the affair.
These open-house parties were instituted by the Outing Club last year
and proved to be very popular. Chaperones for this party Sunday are Dr.
""^ wre- Walter A. Lawrance and Dr
and Mrs. Benjamin Thomas. Priscllla
er
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food

whii
.i- w'
while BEdith_-Milliken
and Dorothy'
Wheeler will assist Constance Redstone.

An the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is different from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
.../'/ gives the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma
... it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe—burn
slower and smoke cooler

Why-/don't believe I
have used a pipe cleaner
in three orfour weeks
Granger leaves no gum
in the bowl of my pipe
—or moisture in the stem.
It burns down to a clean
dry ash."

• • • in a
common - sense
package—10c

... it makes the tobacco milder
. ..it leaves a clean dry ash
—no soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bowl
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
~—Jolks seem to like it
19M. Lioarr & Mvns TOBACCO CO.
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REV. HANKINS
FROSH LOSE
500 Present At Rally Junior Cabaret
Five Delegates At
Plans Complete GUEST SPEAKER
In Gymnasium
„
CROSSCOUNTRY Wellesley Conference

OPEN _

(Continued from Page 1)

Continued from Page 1

Herb Whitney To Play—
Maritime Motif
Planned

OF T GROUPS

Peace, the International Relations year than for several preceding years,
'What Is Religion To You?'
Wednesday over the freshmen two
of New England repaired in two and they should furnish good material
mile course 26—31. The individual Clubs
for the varsity team," he said.
divisions
to
the
round
table
discusIs Lecture Topic Of
winner was McCourt of Jay who set a sions. In one, led by Robert Keith of
Introduced as the last and chief
new course record of 11 min 15 sees
Cambridge Man
Plans have been completed for the
which beats the old record of H min" Amherst, the evils of the present sys- speaker on the program, Coach David
(hi Editor o/ the Student:
tem of arms manufacture were dis- B. Morey reviewed the season's ac- annual Junior Cabaret which will be
2o sees., set by Burnap in the meet cussed to decide Whether all agreed
' very institution devoted to edutivities, commented on the team and held in Chase Hall, Saturday evening.
Rev. Lester Hankins, of the Epworth
against Hebron.
"one"of the most valuable dethat a new system of munitions con- individual players, and explained the Nov 24 Music for dancing will be Methodist Episcopal Church, Cam!i r
Noyes
of
Jay
followed
his
team-mate
M " ",.'.'.''j., the librairy. Through It,
was feasible. As a result the group forthcoming 1935 schedule.
provided by Herb Whitney's Orchestra bridge. Mass.. is to be the guest speakIn by one-fifth of a second. The first tiol
•frfndeota have ready access to the
unanimously agreed in the belief of
Edward Small '35 lead the band and of Boston.. Whitney's orchestra is in er of the Y Clubs at their joint meetfreshman
to
cross
the
line
was
La**i«r nortlon of recorded thought and
- 1 inherent evils in the present order,
demand at the country clubs ing Wednesday evening, November 7th.
nia
montagne who flushed only one sec- \vhe„ the same division met on Satur- also entertained with two xylophone constant
- , i„,tli past and present. In it
solos. Winston Keck '38 (luring the around Boston and has played at the This is the third joint meeting of the
a
ond
behind
the
winner.
Burnap
of
day, an attempt was made to formulate
I ,i the research and study of the
Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. this year
Bates, Alexander of Jay, Caouette of some constructive remedies to the pres- evening gave two trombone solos. The smarter dinner clubs in the larger and is to be held at seven o'clock in
■JjJLt muat be conducted, and on it
cheering showed a decided improve- cities of Massachusetts.
Jay,
Fisher
of
Bates.
Howard
of
Bates,
tor the larger part of the
ent system of manufacture and trade
The motif of the dance will be naut- the Y Room at Chase Hall. The speakand Patterson of Bates followed the in arms, namely that of national con- ment from the first of the season,
er has chosen as his subject, "What Is
i,is craft—books and magaleaders in that order. Duquay of Jay trol of all armament industries, the and the returning alumni were ac- ical. The Deunison Crjpe Paper Comfinished 12th and was the last man to embargo, and that of international con- quainted with the new cheers by lead- pany has been contracted to decorate Religion to You?".
zines
ers William Greenwood '36 and How- the hall in a true maritime scene.
Rev. Hankins, the second guest
score for the winners.
Iere m Bates we fortunately have a
trol. This group was under the helpful ard Buzzell '36.
speaker of the Y clubs this year, reDance
programs
are
very
attractive
u ipped library, with every
McCourt and Noyes took the lead aid of Professor Tolles, formerly of the
very **Uide
f" to
' accommodate students
Dexter R. Kneeland 18. Elmer W. with a silver background and blue cently spoke at Harvard Chapel where
soon after the halfway mark, and held Nye investigating committee and of
ejori ■■
possible. The open stacks
Campbell
'27. and John H. Manning sail boats sailing on bluer water. The he was enthusiastically received.
it
throughout
the
rest
of
the
race.
La- :
Doctor Ralph Stimson.
Although
Bruce Carrie, of the Union Theounusually easy, in comparison
montagne put up a valiant fight on the originally it was meant to submit '30 were those making up the Athletic college seal will also be in blue. The logical
Seminary in New York, was the
MI> the closed stack system, to locate
By MARGARET HOXIE
home-stretch, but failed to nose out these resolutions to the senate as an Council Committee while the Varsity Balfotir Company of Attleboro. Mass- scheduled speaker for this Y meeting
Club was represented by Frank L. novelty jewelers are making the bids.
SSs tliat are desired. The reading
A
very
successful
tea
was
given
by
Noyes.
Burnap.
who
was
hindered
by
embodiment
of
public
opinion,
it
was
b
"",,.. Btaln the majority of the im- the A. A. in Chase Hall directly a cold which has impeded his progress found that such action was not per- Pendleton '35, Robert E. Saunders '36,
The committee in charge of the af- but could not be obtained in time.
"~rtall, magazines of the day, and give after the Bowdoin game. Many alumni, during the last week, finished well in missible under the rules of the as- Damon Stetson '36, Howard Norman fair is Henry Brewster, chairman;
'35. Robert Darling '36, and Charles Dorothv Staples. Betty Winston, WilK, student an opportunity to keep faculty and students were present at fourth place.
THE BLUE LINE
sociation.
,....■,-■ : current events and thought. this annual affair, which this year was
Gore '37.
liam Greenwood and Morris Dobrosky.
LEWI8TON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON
Coach Thompson was very much
Prominent
Speakers
'; ,' u the use of these facilities, we in charge of Dorothy Wheeler '36. The satisfied with the improvement which
Mrs. Brooks Quimby bad charge of Subscription to the affair is $2.50 and
Lv. LEWISTON
_ ..
7:45 A. M.. 1:00 P. M.. 6:00 P. M.
In the other discussion, that of na- the program for the women, and Miss may be bought from Henry Brewster.
iiov many privileges. Any one can pourers were three senior girls, Vir- the majority of the runners had.
LVR
„, iiiti> the stacks and browse around ginia McNally, Ruth Frye and Frances
o
V^FAD.MD.12:SOP.M..4:50P.M.
The last meet of the season is Tues- tionalism versus internationalism, the Virdinis Moulron '33 of Lewiston was
meetings were led by Professor Brad- chairman. Alice May '35 led the
v'vill In the reading room there is Hayden. Assisting the chairman were day with Mechanic Falls.
More
than
420,000
American
citizens
LVF
ley and Doctor Nathan under the ad- cheers. Leslie Spinks also spoke to
BO librarian keeping every one under Flora McLean, Iris Provost Valeria
^TST^46 P.M.. 4:46 P.M.
The summary!
vice of Professor Lucy Killough and the women at their meeting besides reside permanently abroad, with 246,
ats ■■ mi surveillance, and aU are al- Kimball and Constance Redstone.
101 living in Canada and Newfndl nd
JAY 26
Professor Clark.
, Vl.,l i came and go as they will,
talking to the men.
An enjoyable trip to Sabattus cabin
1. McCourt, 2. Noyes, 5, Alexander,
n-itluiin being under suah continuous
With the break-up of the first disA
short
sketch
was
given
by
an
Igpicion and inspection as at the took place Sunday morning. Those at- 6. Caouette, 12. Duquay, 13. Ouellette. cussion on Friday all were tendered a alumnae group composed of Mrs.
tending were Sally Hughes, Ruth WebBATES 1938. 31
dinner in the beautiful Claflin Hall, and George Chase, Margaret Hines '32,
■^ge libraries like Harvard's.
.
W •
V^JL//~\.r\AV Pure Drugs and Medicines
ber, Katherine Thomas, Valeria Kim3. Lamontagne, 4. Burnap. 7. Fisher, were subsequently addressed by Doctor Muriel MacLoed '32, and Francis
I
innately, as happens in almost ball, Margaret Melcher, Ruth Frye,
8. Howard, 9. Patterson, 10. Rogosa, Otto Nathan (formerly of Germany), Cronin '32. The student speaker was
up, these privileges have been Blanche Sherry and Ema Berzin.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
a professor of economics at Princeton Margaret Perkins, and the alumnae
11. Blanchard, 14. Loveley.
illy abused. This year in parUniversity. He gave an interesting were represented by Lucille Jack '33.
The Garnet and Black hockey games
o
ticular there seems to be some who are
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE
version of the question of Nationalism At intervals piano duets were played
unwilling to play fair with the rest of have been holding the spotlight the
Politics and Relief
versus Internationalism in economics by Carolyn Blake '36 and Ellen Bailey
,!„, students. For instance, copies of past week. With three games past and
and politics.
'36.
the "Time" magazine have been bor- two to go, it seems as though the GarFollowing the men's meeting rerowed, or should we be more severe nets would win the championship this
"A vote for me is a vote for
Next Meeting at Colby
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
We can show you a varied
freshments were served by members
all,l saj stolen, from the reading room. fall in as much as they have won every Roosevelt and bigger relief" and like
INC.
At
the
business
meeting
on
Saturday
selection of
game.
The
lineups
are
as
follows:
of
the
Varsity
Club,
and
the
women
\
the
same
thing
has
happened
in
slogans
are
winning
many
a
political
Wl
morning. plans for a renewal of the
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
JUNIOR
AND
SOPHOMOKE
TEAM
PRIZE
CUPS, FOUNTAIN
adjourned
to
Chase
Hall
where
their
Chase Hall, for there the "American
campaign these days, according to conference were made, at which the
GARNET
BLACK
has disappeared several
Walter Davenport in Colliers. Investi- Betes delegates were obliged because refreshments were served.
PENS,
LADIES' SILK
Lewiston
Monumental
Works
Webber
c
Stevens
gator Davenport reports that in a turn- of faculty pressure to refuse the protimes.
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
Wight
r.i.
Wheeler *
Harvard
a
re-election
made
possible
around
the
country
he
found
the
first
Of course, as every one can see, it is Walker
posal of the Conference to hold the
TELEPHONE 4634-R
HAND BAGS
r.w.
Testa
and practically only political issue of next Conference of the International the meeting of the Fourth Conference
not the money value of these maga- Milliken
LEATHER
BILL FOLDS
Tomlinson
l.i.
of
the
International
Relations
Clubs
the
day
is
federal
relief.
Relations Clubs at Lewiston. After
zines that is regretted. Rather it is Miller
l.w.
Marshall
of New England at Colby next year.
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS
Many
people
seem
to
believe
that
Kates'
rejection,
Colby
was
given
the
the unfairness, the lack of willingness Kimball
c.h.
Andrews
the recent Maine election was an en- opportunity to invite the other clubs
to play the same square, on the part of Wade
Glover
r.h.
dorsement of the New Deal princi- to Waterville next fall and was viggone one or several who have access Goodwin
Underwood
l.h.
ples. But it is really less than that. orously rivalled by an invitation from
,(l the Library and Ohase Hall. In this Linehan
Melcher
r.f.
JEWELERS
It is only an endorsement of the Santa Harvard. Although in an election
small community of ours, we are each McLean
l.f.
Purinton
LEWISTON, - MAINE
Harvard was first declared the winner,
Clans
relief
spending.
Doubtless
this
one dependent upon and obligated to Howes
Doloff
every one else. Whenever some one Garnet subs: gCorson. Doolittle, Young. appeal to relief rolls will continue to a reconsideration was demanded by
breaks the code of decent conduct. Black subs: North, Fleming, Spinger, win elections as long as there is any- I various other colleges. After earnest
thing left to spend.
I arguments in behalf of both Colby and
every one else is inconvenienced or Moyes Redstone. Martin, Metz.
PORTRAITS and FRAMING
banned to a certain extent. It is
Where The Bobcats Meet
SENIOR - FRESHMAN TEAM
BRING YOUR FILMS TO
indeed unfortunate that anyone should Murray
Bray •
c.
presume sufficiently upon the confi- Frye
US FOR DEVELOPING
Dean
r.i.
Commercial Work
LUNCHEONETTE
dence placed in him by the rest of the Hughes
Packard
r.w.
AND FINISHING
group in commit such an anti-social Rich
Miller
l.i.
and
act as abasing our Library or Chase Haushill
AND
l.w.
Rice
24 Hour Service
Hull Mailing room privileges.
McKinnis
Amateur Finishing
c.h.
Welch
William Metz '37.
165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine
Oberton
Hanscom * r.h.
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Redlon
Gellerson
l.h.
138 LISBON STREET
Harmon
Hoxie
r.f.
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Kimball
Coburn
l.f.
LEWISTON, MAINE
Leadbetter
Bailey
g.
Telephone 3694
Subs: Hurley,
Subs: Keen,
3 Minutes from Campus
Rivard
Wing, Hamlin
Captain
College and Sabattus Streets
TELEPHONE 1817-W
Miner And Sourides Active In

Ril/

HAMMOND BROS.
Photographers

f^l \T)V Revered Druggist

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Barnstone - Osgood

Fred. L. Tower Companies

BATES STUDENTS
AT PENN. STATE

Printers

-

Direct Mail Advertising

School Activities
Word from the Pennsylvania State
College 01 Optometry states that Oscar
(,' Miller of South Poland has returned
lor his second year at that college
where he is studying to be an eye doctor.
Miller attended the Edward Little
Si hool and received his A.B. at
Bates. At the Pennsylvania State College lie is editor of the Omega Delta
Kt u-s and business manager of the
Pupil, a monthly publication.
Peter H. Sourides of Manchester
who attended Bates is also at this
11 college.
.

The Quality Shop

Publishers
-

Mai

YOKE BACK
SUITS

$|0.50
Extra Pant $3.95

[bbbUlgtson (L
Auburn, Maine

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

DEWITT
BEAUTY
SHOP

•a J5atc« {Erauition"
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross

Frederick and Bonat

ELM STREET

PERMANENT WAVES $6 - $10

B»lr. 1904

n

if
MESSAGE

±.

■f uLlislhiing

ZOTOS Machineless
Waving $10
Other Permanents - - Finger Waves
- - * "
TELEPHONE 3644
HfrsSBe-GfrSsss^tMS

*%£& TBet&k

i. «M»<SBe*«»'^^*S

I MERRILL & WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

^o

Job Printers
Publishers

J. E. LaFlamme
PHOTOGRAPHER

VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT
. 135 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

'It's toasted

The clean center leaves are the mildest
leaves—they cost more—they taste
better—so of course, Luckies use only
the clean center leaves—the choicest
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.

CARL HELDMAN. '36. Agent

TELEPHONE 2134

225 LISBON STREET

J Your throat protection—against irritation—afaiust couth

.
w^tmmmm^mmamm^^

$b
Mechanic Falls
Versus Freshimen
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SAFETY GIVES BATES
2-0 WIN OVER BEARS

INTER-CLASS
HANDICAP

ASSISTANJTOACM^

physics and wa, a --^ro^ Jordan
Last Friday's 2-mile handicap run
with 34 competitors furnished the
Joseph Francis WTO**. *£* *?" SJifi;earH?n0beianrchosen for the
feature of the week's iuterclass handicap activities as nine more events were born September 12. 1906 in Watertown.
Mass.
He prepared for college at the Gr
held under Coach Thompsons QiThU Rafter the announcement of
School in Boston
rection. Bob Saunders '36 was both Huntington
After matriculating at Bates he en Ray McCluskey's **«%»£ 'Jen
the actual and the handicap winner in
this race, while Damon Stetson 36 fol- tered upon an athletic ««"*££ Murphv was appointed asslsiaui
was to bring him New Englana wia
By BOB SAUNDERS
In the third quarter brilliant running lowed him to the tape by five seconds. fame and later, to bring *»« J*£k ™
Saunders'
elapsed
time,
excellent
for
Bobcat Outrushes Bowdoin by Marcus and McCluskey carried the the frigid weather and accompanying
The tribute to Major James H. Carball to the 20 yard line but again
But Fails To Make
roll between the halves of the game
breezes, was 10 minutes and 3D secBowdoin held for downs.
Irish athlete who'd rather see a game
Saturday could not in any way express
onds, his corrected time being 10 secTouchdown
Bowdoin Blocked
nan eat. And talk about J*"^""*?
the great loss that was felt for him
onds less. Stetson, with a 3-second
in the Bates stands.
Bowdoin threw a scare into the home handicap, had 10.37 for actual running C=n:4F:- 1' ii Va^itT Cluo dressers! Joe had more clothes than
A blocked punt by George Mendall. stands in the last quarter when a time Paul Tubbs '36. cross-country
Crouin and Root "
The Major came to Bates in 190.
and in his four years of college was left end. gave the Bobcats an auto- lateral. Palmer to Putnam, worked for star and scratch man in the race, was [Tit is interesting to note that Joe
made
All-Maine
honors
in
1931,
play
outstanding In athletics and other ex- matic safety and a well deserved 2—0 a 19 yard gain bringing the ball to the third with Captain Carl Drake of the
",g a whale of a game at end during
tra-curricula activities. He was var- victory over the Bowdoin Polar Bear Bates 34. Two offside penalties ad- harriers a good fourth.
sitv tackle for four years and held in a rugged 60-minute battle on the vanced the ball to the 24 yard line but
Varied Events
down first base on the baseball team. mud of Garcelon Field last Saturday. here the Garnet line rose up to stop
The second day's events, which inWhile studying law at Harvard he The Garnet was the vastly superior two plays. A pass failed and Sawyer
was also athletic director at St. John's team in every department of the game dropped back to the 33 for a place cluded the 220-yard dash, the discus,
Prep, and gained national recognition except passing. As usual their line kick. The attempt failed as the ball and the high jump, were held on
Wednesday. Kishon '37 edged his classwhen his baseball team defeated the play stood out with Stone and Fuller did not even cross the goal line.
DePaul School of Chicago at Comiskey again proving to be towers of strength.
The Bowdoin line, which rose to mate Johnson in the discus with a
University of Maine Favorite
Park for tbe national secondary school Anicetti, Dobrosky, Mendall, Gautier. great heights when the occasion de- heave of 140.1 feet. Peabody '36 was
championship, a feat never before and Clark all played great games and manded, was featured by the playing third". Connell '37 surprised in the
For Sectional Honors
achieved by an eastern school. He had the upper hand most of the way. of Charlie Smith at center. Larcom high jump, winning over Luukko '38
At Boston
was later director of athletics at Barney Marcus and "Tiger" Ted Well- and Low. right guard and left tackle, and Kishon. scratch men. by virtue of
Brighton High. Boston, but gave that man, alternating at left half, were the came through occasionally. Putnam bis two inch handicap. The actual
On November 12 the varsity crossup to enter the army during the war. big offensive weapons, while McClusky, and Reed were the best in the Bowdoin height of the trio was 5 feet 7 inches.
Although the sophomores dominated
country team will travel to Boston to
He rose to rank of Major and in 1919 Manning, and Paige all played hard backfield.
the field events, freshmen swept the
returned to Lewiston as a lawyer. and well.
participate in the New England InterSTATISTICS
dash with Catlin, former Bridgton
Since then he became a very active
collegiate Crosscountry Meet
AlBates Superior
BATHS
BOWDOIX star, leading Keck to the tape by 5
member in the college club, in the
though our team is not expected to
Bates outrushed Bowdoin 209 yards First downs
3
yards. Dow. failing to catch Keck.
alumni council, and finally In the ath- to 82 and made 8 first downs to 3 for
make a brilliant showing, its standing
209
was third with Seedman fourth. The
letic council of which lie became pres- the Bowsormen. one of which was the Gain by rushing
in team position will be well up on
Lost
by
rushing
18
46
time was an unimpressive 24.3 secident. He was also treasurer of the
the list. Among the individual stars
result
of
two
offside
penalties.
Number
penalties
5
1
alumni loan fund and was greatly inonds.
that are competing in this meet is
Three
times
the
Bates
team
threatYards
penalized
35
5
terested in aiding needy students. His
Luukko Stars
Cliff Vesey of Colby, the probable
ened
to
score
but
two
stubborn
BowF.P.
attempted
11
7
closest connections with the school
winner. The strong University of
doin
stands
and
a
15
yard
penalty
on
In
addition
to
the
two-mile
run.
the
F.P.
completed
0
2
remained, however, in the field of unother occasion kept the Bowdoin
Maine team will be led by the Black
broad
jump
and
120-yard
low
hurdle
F.P.
intercepted
1
1
athletics and in football especially, bis
brothers, Hunnewell, and other well
events were staged on Friday. Luukuncrossed.
Gain by F.P.
0
5
favorite sport. He was also regarded goal
3
known opponents of the Bates track
The
playing
was
in
Bowdoin
terko's
21
feet
3
inch
victory
in
the
Number
punts
10
15
t
as one of the best football referees in ritory most of the afternoon and only
jump marks him as an "exceptional
team.
Distance punts
330
435
the state.
Coach Thompson has entered tne
once did the White advance beyond the Average punts
prospect" according to Coach Thomp33
29
entire squad in the meet. However, a
Bates 30 yard stripe.
son. Kishon with a six-inch handicap
Punts run back
58
19
ASSISTANT COACH "JOE" MURPHY
To see Stone and Weliman hobble
time trial will be held on Thursday
was second with Connell '37 third and
Brilliant Plays
BATES
BOWDOIN
around before the game one would
I.e.. Kent Atherton '36 fourth. Luukko climaxed the whole season. On his famous which will decide which seven men
The first quarter saw an exchange Clark, r.e. (Dinsmore)
think that the former cripples would
Low, l.t. his day by winning the hurdles from "Brown Trip." he broke his leg while will make the trip. Paul Tubbs will
warm the bench all afternoon. After ot punts with neither team gaining Stone, r.t.
Lane. l.g. Catlin '3S and Kishon '37. The time playing with a Bates championship probably again be the first Bates man
having a hidden team stunt pulled on any advantage. In the second quarter Fuller (Robinson), r.g.
hockey team. When reminded of it. to cross the line with Hammond a
Smith, c. was 15 2/5 seconds.
them Bowdoin might well have been Clark ran from kick formation to the Dobrosky. c.
Saunders '36 showed his versatility Coach Murphy says. "Yah can't keep close second. The other members of
Larcom, r.g.
apprehensive as to what would hap- Bowdoin 24 from his own 46 for the Anicetti (Taylor), l.g.
the squad are Stetson. Winston. Drake.
Hughes, r.t. on Monday afternoon by capturing the a good Irishman down, boys."
pen next. The game was cleanly longest gain of the day. Weliman and Gautier. l.t.
In his spare time he majored in Danielson, Saunders, Chamberlain.
half-mile from Art Danielson. sophofought in spite of the high feelings of Mendail carried on the next two plays Mendall. I.e.
Manter (Drummond), r.e. more representative, beating the latter
competition between the two teams. to the Bowdoin 12 but a fifteen yard
by 25 yards In the time of 2 minutes ond and third respectively, each havThe uproar which followed the game penalty for having a manager on the Manning (Valicenti). qb.
Shaw ( Sawyer), qb. 5 3-5 seconds—excellent time on a ing a one-foot handicap.
was the result of Al Kent's objection field ended the threat. Perry had gone
DROP IN
With the meet going into its final
Palmer (Johnson), l.h.b. muddy track for a runner who has
to Keferee Daley's decision that there on to recall Keller who through a mis- Paige, r.h.b.
been doing cross-country all fall. Dan two days, the freshmen are leading
Marcos
(Weliman
I.
l.h.b.
take
had
gone
on
to
replace
Weliman.
waa not enough time for another play.
AFTER THE SHOW
Reed (Karakashian). r.h.b. ielson. however, was third in the cor- with a total of 52 points. The sophoSpectators rushed onto the field but Bates threatened later in the same
rected
times,
with
Butler
Seedman
'3S.
McCluskey.
fb.
mores
are
twelve
points
behind
the
period
as
Weliman
tore
through
on
a
the Bowdoin men left the field and
OR
Putnam (Barraville. Gentry), fb. a new- recruit who has never run be- leaders, while the juniors have 20 and
Hi yard jaunt to the 21. Bowdoin held
trouble was averted.
fore, turning in a very creditable 2.16, the seniors 8.
for downs but as Shaw attempted to
Score by Periods—
and
by
virtue
of
his
ten
second
handiWHEN
DOWNTOWN
Periods
12
3
4
Speaking of losing one's head. punt out of danger Mendall tore in to
Rogosa was
0
2
0
0—2 cap, placing second.
Vaughan of Tennessee objected to a block the kick, knocking the ball into Bates
FOR A
0
0
0
0—0 fourth.
decision in I lie Fordham game and the end zone for an automatic safety. Bowdoin
The pole vault gave the seniors an
Scoring Bates' safety (automatic).
heaved the football at tlie referee. He promises to be a hard fought game
was then heaved out of the game him- which will show the real strength of Referee—D. L. Daley. Boston College. additional six points with Meagher
self and the Vols, missing his services, the freshmen. They showed great pos- Umpire—Paul Fraser, Colby. Head taking first from scratch while Bates
fourth.
The winner's height
failed to score a winning touchdown. sibilities in holding Kent's Hill to a linesman—E. R. Drummond. Colby. placed
Field judge—Ralph N. Good. Colby. was 11 feet six inches. Two freshman
tie last week and should be a greatly
unknowns. Wright and Dow, were secJim Spencer, allegedly of Bates, was improved club this week after several Time of periods—four 15 mins.
wrestling with one. Gorilla Max. at days of hard practice. M.C.I, lost to
Beverages of AII Kinds On Sale
Brunswick last week when the so- Hebron G—0, and to Colby '38, 7—6,
FALL CLOTHES FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CO-ED
called Gorilla, after losing the first but have won over Coburn Classical
Styles
Direct
from
New
York
Special
Discount
to
Bates
Students
fall, also lost his temper and drove and consequently should make a
both Spencer and the referee from the formidable appearance.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
ring. He was finally subdued by their
226 Main Street Strand Theatre Buildini
15 SABATTUS ST.
LEWISTON
combined efforts, however, and disLEWISTON
Telephone 3732
109-111 LISBON ST.
qualified.
Perhaps those old Bates football
rules which admonished the players
never to lose their tempers had the
right ideas.

Mendall Stars In Line; Marcus, Weliman
Lead Attack In Backfield

Bates Squad In
New England Cross
Country Title Run

Annual Fall
Sale

i

Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Etc.
SPORTING GOODS AT
1/2 PRICE
Maine Athletic Supply Co.

Victor News
Company

A Btrong M.C.I, team will meet the
frosh this Saturday afternoon in what

46 Ash Street

BATES 35
Now that it's time to have pictures
made for the Mirror and other endof-college-life uses, we'd like to
show you the work we're doing.

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPH*
12 Photos, 5x7
-^9.75
18 Photos, 5x7 S 13.00
Including one 8 x 10 photo beautifully
colored in oils.
J
4 proofs to choose from and modern
deckle edge folders and one glossy
print for reproduction included.
No appointment necessary.

CORTELL'S

PECK.?

and the girls raked in the nickels and the dimes
—and they sang *& hot time in the old town9

Compliments of

THE BARBER
FOR

JIMMIE OLIVER

—and the boys smoked them

FIRSTLEWISTON
NATIONAL
BANK
AUBURN

CHASE HALL

TUFTS

COME TO

Printing Specialists

EDS AND CO-EDS

COLLEGE CAFE

Rowe, Small. Rogers.
The meet will be ru.: over tk.
Franklin Park course
home course of Northe tern, ^
should figure potential:
,ne
come of the meet. Thi
very rugged sort covering a distance,
of approximately four and a quarter
miles.

Lewiston

Compliments of

BILL

Refreshing
Light Lunch

Mechanic Falls beat Freshi
Cross Country Team 26 to
wood of visitors breaks re ord'w?
seconds.
o
Blind Eight Years—Se«»
Daphne Muir. famed Engl
lost her eyesight in an aulomo5
accident nine years ago. After »■ !e
vears of complete blind]
undergone one of the stranigest,
most wonderful experienc.--9 man
cat
go
gO through—to
iuiuu6u
~ have been
" - .i b•-1111(1
blind *M
then see again. While Mrs. Muir ».
living and dictating novels in ^
ness. Tudor Thomas, farm
specialist, carried on operating e
ments on eyes of rabbit
When he had restored blind dogs, he declared himself
to try to restore human sight.

BROTHERS

TURGEON'S

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

FOR YOUR

Jewelry and Watch
Repairs
The only personally conducted jewtlry
business for forty years under the same
management and ownership in the city.

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

Lewiston

SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

i

A. G. SPALDING
Football
Basketball
Track
Supplies

Agent. KM I'll R.NAKI. '36

DOWNING'S
CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

GUNS
RIFLES
WINCHESTER
AMMUNITION
Equipment For All Hunters

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.
57 Court Street
Auburn
Telephone 2396

CALL

4040
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

The College Store
IS FOR

Bates Students
A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
® 1W. I4«*rr* MnwToMooCo.

